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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, human parsing [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] is receiving
increasing attentions owning to its wide applications, such
as person re-identification [6] and person attribute prediction
[7, 8, 9]. Most existing human parsing methods [5, 1, 10, 11]
only focus on segmenting the parts of single persons. However, photos with group of people are more common in our
daily life, and few works are done on the Group People Segmentation (GPS) task, which needs to parse both instances
and human parts at the same time.
The GPS task has been rarely studied due to two main
reasons. First, there are few large-scale group people dataset
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Outdoor

Noticeable progress has been witnessed in general object detection, semantic segmentation and instance segmentation,
while parsing a group of people is still a challenging task for
human-centric visual understanding due to severe occlusion
and various poses. In this paper, we present a new large-scale
dataset named “GPS (Group People Segmentation)”to boost
academical study and technology development. GPS contains
14000 elaborately annotated images with 20 fine-grained semantic category labels related to human, divided into two subdatasets corresponding to indoor and outdoor scenes involving various poses, occlusion and background. We further propose a novel GPSNet for group people segmentation. GPSNet
consists of a new “Adjusted RoI Align”module to adjust position of detected person and align RoI features, such that the
network does not need to fit various positions of each person. A fusion of global and local features is also employed
to refine parsing results. Compared with baseline methods,
GPSNet achieves the best performance on GPS Dataset.
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Fig. 1. The GPS Dataset
with fine annotations available publicly. Second, the GPS
task needs more efficient methods than those used for single
person part segmentation and instance segmentation, because
more mutual occlusions occur and more details of persons
should be understood.
To boost the study of the GPS task, we collected and annotated a large amount of photos that contain group of people.
Figure 1 shows two collected images and their annotations.
The proposed dataset is named as GPS Dataset. Because the
lightness and backgrounds of images in the Indoor scenes are
much different from those in outdoor scenes, it is divided into
two sub-datasets, Indoor Dataset and Outdoor Dataset.
A straightforward way to resolve the GPS task is to detect single persons first and parse the body parts of each instance afterwards. But this method suffers from two main
drawbacks. First, due to the mutual occlusions, the major
person in each detected bounding boxes is usually not easy to
determine, since there may exist background persons in the
same bounding boxes. This often makes the neural nets confused and hence leads to poor segmentation accuracy. Second,
the detected bounding boxes only contain local information
but lack the global context of the whole image. This usually
makes the neural nets mistaken the belongingness of human
parts or misunderstand the category of the parts.
To alleviate these two drawbacks, we propose a novel convolutional neural network, named GPSNet, which has four
main sub-networks: Feature Extraction Network, Adjusted

Single Person Parsing Network, Global Parsing Network, and
Fusion Network. The Feature Extraction Network extracts
features of the input images. The Adjusted Single Person
Parsing Network parses the human parts for single person,
which is based on the Mask R-CNN framework [12]. RoIs are
computed by a similar structure as RPN first. Then the proposed Adjusted RoI Align module align the features of each
RoIs to fixed sizes (e.g. 41 ⇥ 41 pixels). The module also
adjust it so that the features mapping to the region of major
person always lie in the middle of the aligned results. Next, a
FCN [13] based parser is attached to obtain the segmentation
of the human parts. The Global Parsing Network simultaneously segments the whole image for global context. And
the Fusion Network fuses the features obtained from the Adjusted Single Person Parsing Network and the Global Parsing
Network to predict the final results.
The contribution of this paper are summarized as follows.
(1) We collected and annotated a large amount of images
which contain group of people to build the GPS dataset. It can
serve as a benchmark for GPS task and will be released soon
for academic uses. (2) The proposed GPSNet achieves the
best performance on GPS Dataset, compared with two baseline methods. A novel Adjusted RoI Align module is also
proposed to adjust and align the features of detected persons
to improve performance. All components of the introduced
methods can be learned jointly in an end-to-end manner.
Dataset
# Image # Category Instance
PASCAL-Part[14] 3,533
7
⇥
ATR[1]
17,700
18
⇥
LIP[3]
50,462
20
⇥
p
MHP[15]
4,980
19
p
GPS-Indoor
7,500
20
p
GPS-Outdoor
6,500
20

paring, which adapts to the local scales of objects and parts.
Gong et al. [3] propose a self-supervised structure-sensitive
learning framework for human parsing, which is capable of
explicitly enforcing the consistency between the parsing results and the human joint structures. Some other works explore how to jointly object and part segmentation using deep
learned potentials [17]. Li et al. [15] propose a novel MHParser model as a reference method which generates parsing
maps and instance masks simutaneously in a bottom-up fashion. Although great success achieved, these methods methods
solve human parsing problem with the assistance of pose information or edge prior between human instances, while our
solution combines local and global segmentation clues to refine final results without using additional annotations.
3. GROUP PEOPLE SEGMENTATION BENCHMARK
The newly collected GPS Dataset contains two sub-datasets,
namely Indoor Dataset and Outdoor dataset. All the images
are taken from real-world scenarios appearing in a wide range
of resolutions with challenging poses, various viewpoints and
heavy occlusions. Some examples are shown in Fig. 1.
The Indoor Dataset contains 7500 images which are sampled from indoor scenes, such as cafes, living rooms, etc.
Each image includes at least two persons, while the average
number of persons in each image is 5.23. Every foreground
person in this dataset is annotated with a segmentation mask
owning 20 categories of semantic labels. While the Outdoor
Dataset consists of 6500 images with average 3.54 persons
per image. Those images contain the same 19 categories as in
the Indoor Dataset except for category “tie” and are captured
from outdoor scenes such as playground, beach, etc.
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2. RELATED WORKS
Human Parsing Datasets: The statistics of popular publicly
available datasets for human parsing are summarized in Table. 1. Datasets other than MHP contain only human part
annotation without human instance annotation. The MHP
dataset annotates both but has limited number of images. Our
GPS dataset includes 14000 images divided into indoor and
outdoor sub-datasets with elaborate labeled regions and finer
boundaries.
Human Parsing Approaches: Liang et al. [1] propose
a Contextualized Convolutional Neural Network , which integrates multiple levels of image contexts into a unified nerwork, to tackle the problem and achieve very impressing results. Xia et al. [16] propose the “Auto-Zoom Net” for human
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Fig. 2. The number of persons per image.
3.1. Image collection and annotation methodology
With pre-chosen keywords describing some specific scenes
(e.g. playground, restaurant) and relationship between people
(e.g. group, crowd, team), we crawl a large number of images
from the Internet and carry out some preliminary preprocess
such as filtration.
After the above step of curating imagery, the next step
is manual annotation executed by professional data annota-

frequent categories such as skirts and jumpsuits are annotated
as well. Furthermore, small scale accessories are taken into
consideration including sunglasses, gloves, tie, and socks.
The statistics of the number of persons per image are
shown in Figure 2. And Figure 3 illustrates the appearing
times of each human part. By this statistics, we can see
that the GPS Dataset has plentiful and sophisticated multihuman scenarios with high annotation quality, which provides
enough difficulty for human parsing methods.
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Fig. 3. The appearing times of human parts.
tors, in which two distinct tasks are contained. The former
task is manual counting of the number of foreground persons and then duplicating each image into several copies in
terms of that number. Once the former task is done, the
latter one follows to specify the fine-grained pixel-wise label for each instance. The annotation of semantic segmentation for each instance is formed in the order from left to
right in line with the duplicated image having the self-index
from beginning to the end. For each instance, the following semantic categories are defined and annotated: hat, hair,
“sun glasses”, “upper clothes”, “skirt”, “pants”, “dress”,
“belt”, “left shoe”, “right shoe”, “face”, “left leg”, “right
leg”, “left arm”, “right arm”, “bag”, “scarf”, “socks”, and
“tie” (not included in Outdoor Dataset).
Each instance occupies a complete set of annotations
whenever the relevant category takes place in the current image. When one instance is annotated, others are identified as
background. Consequently, the resulting annotation set for
each image contains masks of N person-level segmentation,
where N is the number of persons in the image.
3.2. Dataset splits and statistics
The images in Indoor Dataset and Outdoor Dataset are split
into train, validation and test sets with the ratio 3:1:1. Specifically, the number of images for training/validation/testing are
4500/1500/1500 and 3900/1300 /1300 in Indoor Dataset and
Outdoor Dataset respectively.
To analyze each detailed region of human more precisely,
we defined 14 categories of clothing and 6 body parts. Besides common clothes like upper clothes and pants, some in-

We propose a new convolutional neural network, called GPSNet, for the Group People Segmentation task. i.e., Feature Extraction Network, Adjusted Single Person Parsing Network, Global Parsing Network and Fusion Network. The
Feature Extraction Network and Global Parsing Network exploit DeepLab v2 to extract features and generate human parts
parsing results without distinguishing instances. In the following subsections, we illustrate the details of the Adjusted
Single Person Parsing Network and the Fusion Network.

4.1. The Adjusted Single Person Parsing Network
We notice that many person instances cropped by the predicted RoIs locate in various positions in those RoIs, which
means the neural network has to be more powerful to parse
humans in various positions. This may lower the accuracy of
the predictions.
To improve the accuracy, we propose a novel Adjusted
Single Person Parsing Network, which adjusts the position
of person in the RoI, such that the major person of this RoI
always appears in almost the same position of the aligned features. This adjustment not only decreases the difficulty of human part segmentation, but also assists the network to locate
the major person. Since faces are much easier to detect, we
prefer to using the faces to adjust the positions of persons.
Figure 5 illustrates the procedure of this adjusted RoI
alignment. Specifically, a face detector is trained together
with the instance detector, such that besides the person RoI,
we will also have face RoIs. The major face RoI in a person
RoI is supposed to have the largest face RoI region. From
this face RoI, the center of face is calculated. Next, the person RoI is padded such that the center of the face RoI moves
to the fixed relative position of this person RoI. At last, the
RoI align proposed in Mask-RCNN [12] is used to pool this
adjusted RoI to features with fixed sizes. FCN layers follow
the above RoI alignment and predict the pixel-level categories
for the adjusted features. During our experiments, the structure of this parser is the same as that of the Global Parsing
Network, but does not share the weights.
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4.2. The Fusion Network
The Fusion Network fuses the localized single person parsing
result and the global parsing result. The localized prediction
should have better accuracies on inferring the instances, and
the global prediction is supposed to have better accuracies on
detailed parts. So the fusion of these two results should lead
to better performance.
Before fusing the results, two operations have to be done.
First, the output of the single person parsing network corresponds to the adjusted RoI of person, so it must be adjusted
back to the real person RoI. Second, a general RoI alignment should be done to the global parsing results to obtain
the corresponding cropped result. After that, the prediction
results from both local and global parsers are concatenated
and pushed into two successive convolution layers. Finally,
the fused result is obtained.
5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1. Experimental setting
Dataset: The dataset for experiments is the proposed GPS
Dataset. We trained our network on both Indoor Dataset and

Outdoor Dataset.
Evaluation metrics: Motivated by the standard AP metric
for evaluating instance-level segmentation, we propose a new
evaluation metric, called AP , on the GPS Dataset. To calculate the value of AP for a given threshold , we first match
the predicted instances with ground-truths. The pixel-level
mean IoU is computed between a ground-truth instance and
all predicted ones, and the mean is calculated over all human part categories. The predicted instance that has the highest mean IoU with the ground-truth is regarded as matched
instance. An instance prediction is considered correct if its
mean IOU with its matched ground-truth is above the threshold .
We also use the average AP metric to evaluate the overall
performance. That is, average AP is the mean of the AP
while ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 by step 0.1.
Baselines: Since there are few relevant studies done on the
GPS task, we use two traditional methods as our baselines.
The backbone networks for segmentation of the baselines are
all based on the DeepLab v2 method, which is the same as
our network.
1. Detection + parsing (Det.+Par.): This baseline
method trains a Faster R-CNN network first, using the
bounding boxes deduced by the segmentation annotations. Next, the single persons are cropped by the predicted bounding boxes, and used for training a single
person parser. At last, the predicted results of single
persons are regarded as instances for evaluations.
2. Instance segmentation + global parsing (Ins.+Glo.):
This baseline method parses the global images without considerations of instances first. Then, a MaskRCNN network is trained to predict the human instances. At last, the corresponding region of a instance

on the global parsing result is regarded as the part segmentation of this instance.
Implementation details: All our experiments are done on
Caffe. The initial learning rate is 0.001, and the “step” method
is used for changing the learning rate after 50000 iterations.
The batch size during training is 2. We use DeepLab-v2
framework as our global parser, and share the output feature
maps of conv5 3 with spatial dimension 1/8 of the input images for dense maps. We use a Faster R-CNN to generate the
RoIs, and created a new layer to do the adjustment and the
alignment of RoIs. On the GPS Dataset, the output size of
after the alignment is set 41 ⇥ 41. Experimental results show
this size is dense enough for part segmentation, and it will
also not cost too much memory.

We compare the proposed method with 2 baseline methods
in both Indoor Dataset and Outdoor Dataset. Quantitative
comparisons are shown in Table 2 and 3. In both tables,
“Det.+Par.” and “Ins.+Glo.” are the two baseline methods.
“Loc.” refers to the ablated version of GPSNet, which contains only the Feature Extraction Network and Single Person Parsing Network without adjustments, while “Ad. Loc.”
refers to the “Loc.” version with adjustments. Similarly,
“Fuse” means the GPSNet without adjustments, while “Ad.
Fuse” is exactly the GPSNet.
AP0.5
36.99
39.99
41.05
42.16
44.11
45.86

AP0.6
32.05
32.84
32.79
33.29
36.19
37.24

AP0.7
24.16
25.62
23.25
23.61
27.78
27.65

AP0.8 avg.AP
9.42
39.74
11.23
41.9
10.84 41.65
10.91 42.58
13.85 44.21
14.31 45.97

Table 2. Comparison with baselines on Indoor dataset. (%).
Methods
Det.+Par.
Ins.+Glo.
Loc.
Ad. Loc.
Fuse
Ad. Fuse

AP0.5
70.91
72.01
71.43
73.44
75.33
77.56

AP0.6
62.13
63.11
62.48
63.22
64.84
66.24

AP0.7
55.21
56.03
53.33
55.87
57.68
58.43
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Fig. 6. Component analysis on the adjusted RoI alignment.

5.2. Comparisons with baselines

Methods
Det.+Par.
Ins.+Glo.
Loc.
Ad. Loc.
Fuse
Ad. Fuse

used to adjust the positions of persons to fixed regions. So the
single person parser has more capacity to predict the human
parts more accurately. This can be seen from the comparisons
of “Loc.” vs. “Ad. Loc.” and “Fuse” vs. “Ad. Fuse”. Third,
the fusion of global and local parsing results also improves
the final results, which shown by the comparisons of “Loc.”
vs. “Fuse” and “Ad. Loc.” vs. “Ad. Fuse”.

AP0.8 avg.AP
17.25 63.27
18.23 65.03
17.44 63.97
18.14 65.28
19.22 66.74
19.14 68.05

Table 3. Comparison with baselines on Outdoor dataset. (%).
The GPSNet performs much better than the two baselines
on both datasets. There are three reasons. First, the GPSNet is
trained end-to-end, so each sub-network improves each other
during the training. Second, the adjusted RoI alignment is
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Fig. 7. Component analysis on the fusion of local and global
results.
5.3. Component Analysis
There are two important components in the GPSNet, the adjusted RoI alignment and the fusion of local and global results. Table 2 and 3 have shown the improvements of these
two components by quantitative comparisons. Figure 6 and 7
present some qualitative demonstrations.
In Figure 6, to better illustrate the effects of the adjustments, we apply the adjustment to the detected images. We
can see that after the adjustments, the faces of the detected
persons move to the upper centers of the boxes. The predictions of adjusted persons are hence better since the network
does not need to fit the various positions of persons.
Figure 7 shows the improvements brought by the fusion.
Local and global results are both somewhat not so good, but
the fusion results merge the advantages of each predictions
and are much better.
5.4. Qualitative Results
Many quantitative comparison results are shown in Figure 8.
The GPSNet outperforms than two baselines obviously for
these cases. The “Det.+Par” method is usually able to find
out all instances, but he detailed part parsing is not so good
due to the occlusions. The “Ins.+Glo.” method often misses
instances which also lowers the accuracy.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
To boost the study of the Group People Segmentation tasks,
we collected and annotated a large dataset, named GPS
Dataset.We also proposed a new framework, called GPSNet,
to resolve the GPS task. Experiments show this new network has better performances. The GPS Dataset as well as
the codes of GPSNet will be released for academic researches
sooner.
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